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Lecture 1

Neural Networks & AI:
Underlying Assumption
•

There are principles giving rise to intelligence (machine,
human or animal) via learning, simple enough that they
can be described compactly, similarly to the laws of
physics, i.e., our intelligence is not just the result of a huge
bag of tricks and pieces of knowledge, but of general
mechanisms to acquire knowledge.

The Machine Learning approach to AI
• Classical AI, rule-based, symbolic
• knowledge is provided by humans
• but intuitive knowledge (e.g. much of common sense) not communicable

• machines only do inference
• no strong learning, adaptation
• insufficient handling of uncertainty
• not grounded in low-level perception and action
• Machine learning tries to fix these problems
• succeeded to a great extent
• higher-level (conscious) cognition not achieved yet
4

Intelligence Needs Knowledge
• Learning:
powerful way to transfer knowledge to intelligent agents
• Failure of classical AI: a lot of knowledge is intuitive
• Solution: get knowledge from data & experience

Deep
Learning
Machine Learning
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Artificial Intelligence

ML 101. What We Are Fighting Against:
The Curse of Dimensionality
To generalize
locally, need
representative
examples for all
relevant
variations!
Classical solution:
hope for a smooth
enough target
function, or make
it smooth by
handcrafting good
features / kernel

The Neural Net Approach to AI

•
•

•

Brain-inspired
Synergy of a large number of simple
adaptive computational units
Focus on distributed representations
•

•

View intelligence as arising of combining
•
•
•

•

E.g. word representations (Bengio et al NIPS’2000)
an objective or reward function
an approximate optimizer (learning rule)
an initial architecture / parametrization

End-to-end learning (all the pieces of the puzzle adapt to help each other)
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Distributed Representations: The Power of Compositionality

• Distributed (possibly sparse) representations, learned from
data, can capture the meaning of the data and state
• Parallel composition of features: can be exponentially
advantageous

Not Distributed
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Distributed

Each feature can be discovered without the
need for seeing the exponentially large number
of configurations of the other features
• Consider a network whose hidden units discover the following features:
• Person wears glasses
• Person is female
• Person is a child
• Etc.
- If each of n feature requires O(k) parameters, need O(nk) examples
- Parallel composition of features: can be exponentially advantageous
- Non-distributed non-parametric methods would require O(nd) examples
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Under review as a conference paper at ICLR 2015

Hidden Units Can Discover Semantically
Meaningful Concepts
Under review as a conference paper at ICLR 2015

• Zhou et al & Torralba, arXiv1412.6856 , ICLR 2015
Figure places,
10: Interpretation
a picture by different layers of the Places-CNN using the tags provided
• Network trained to recognize
notofobjects
by AMT workers. The first shows the final layer output of Places-CNN. The other three show
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detection results along with the confidence based on the units’ activation and the semantic tags.
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Figure 11: (a) Segmentation of images from the SUN database using pool5 of Places-CNN (J =
20
Jaccard
segmentation index, AP = average precision-recall.) (b) Precision-recall curves for some
discovered
objects. (c) Histogram of AP for all discovered object classes.
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Note
d) that there are 115 units in pool5 of Places-CNN not detecting objects. This could be due to
incomplete learning or a complementary texture-based or part-based representation of the scenes.

Figure 9: (a) Segmentations from pool5 in Places-CNN. Many classes are encoded by several units
covering different object appearances. Each row shows the 3 top most confident images for each
O BJECT Lshown),
OCALIZATION
WITHIN THE
INNER L AYERS
unit. (b) Object frequency in SUN (only top4.2
50 objects
(c) Counts
of objects
discovered by
pool5 in Places-CNN. (d) Frequency of most informative objects for scene classification.
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Places-CNN is trained to do scene classification using the output of the final layer of logistic regression and achieves the state-of-the-art performance. From our analysis above, many of the units
E MERGENCE OF OBJECTS AS THE
in theINTERNAL
inner layers couldREPRESENTATION
perform interpretable object localization. Thus we could use this single

Deep Learning:
Learning an Internal Representation
• Unlike other ML methods with either
• no intermediate representation (linear)
• or fixed (generally very high-dimensional) intermediate
representations (SVMs, kernel machines)
• What is a good representation? Makes other tasks easier.
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Automating
Feature Discovery
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Neural Language Models
•

Bengio et al NIPS’2000 and
JMLR 2003 “A Neural

Softmax:

Probabilistic Language
Model”

Each word represented
by a distributed
continuous-valued code
vector = embedding
Generalizes to sequences
of words that are
semantically similar to
training sequences

•

•

P (w1 , w2 , w3 , . . . , wT ) =
<latexit sha1_base64="V4QADv2uxUhW1rP1cTCcKMCaBHM=">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</latexit>

Y
t

P (wt |wt

1 , wt 2 , . . . , w 1 )
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Neural word embeddings - visualization
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Why Multiple Layers? The World is Compositional
Hierarchy of representations with increasing level of abstraction
Each stage is a kind of trainable feature transform
Image recognition: Pixel → edge → texton → motif → part → object
Text: Character → word → word group → clause → sentence → story
Speech: Sample → spectral band → sound → … → phone → phoneme → word
Low-Level
Feature

Mid-Level
Feature

High-Level
Feature

Trainable
Classifier

Credits: Yann LeCun

Learning Higher Levels of Abstraction
(Bengio & LeCun 2007)
•

•

The big payoff of deep learning is to allow learning
higher levels of abstraction
Higher-level abstractions disentangle the

explanatory variables and their causal
mechanisms, which would allow much easier
generalization and transfer
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Bypassing the curse of dimensionality
We need to build compositionality into our ML models
Just as human languages exploit compositionality to give
representations and meanings to complex ideas

Exploiting compositionality can give an exponential gain
in representational power
Distributed representations / embeddings: feature learning
Deep architecture: multiple levels of feature learning

Prior assumption: compositionality is useful to
describe the world around us efficiently
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Exponential advantage of depth
• Expressiveness of deep networks with piecewise linear activation functions: up to
exponential advantage for depth
(Montufar et al & Bengio, NIPS 2014)
• Number of pieces distinguished for a network with depth L and ni units per layer is at
least

or, if hidden layers have width n and input has size n0
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ARTIFICIAL NEURON
Hidden units
(from
Hugo
Larochelle)
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Topics: connection weights, bias, activation function
•

Neuron pre-activation (or input activation):

•

Neuron (output) activation

•

are the connection weights

•

is the neuron bias

•

is called the activation function

...

1

Multilayer network as universal
approximator
A series of non-linear
transformations of the same
type but different parameters
A single but large enough
hidden layer yields a

Universal
approximator
property does not
guarantee

universal approximator

1.

easy optimization (low
training error is
found)

2.

good generalization

More layers allow
representing more
complex functions with
less parameters
20

Non-linearity = activation function
• Stacking linear layers: like one (factorized) linear layer
• Universal approximator : stack linear+nonlinear transformations
• Many types of non-linearities are possible: activation function
• E.g. linear, sigmoid, tanh, rectifier (ReLU), softmax
• Breakthrough in 2011: it is much easier to train a deep multilayer network with rectifiers
(ReLU) than with sigmoid or tanh, making it possible to train deep nets in a purely
supervised way for the first first time (Glorot & Bengio AISTATS 2011)
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ACTIVATION FUNCTION
Topics: sigmoid activation function
•

Squashes the neuron’s
pre-activation between
0 and 1

•

Always positive

•

Bounded

•

Strictly increasing

•

•

22

•

For multi-class classification:
‣

we need multiple outputs (1 output per class)

‣

we would like to estimate the conditional probability

We use the softmax activation function at the output:

‣

strictly positive

‣

sums to one

Predicted class is the one with highest estimated probability

ACTIVATION FUNCTION

5

Topics: hyperbolic tangent (‘‘tanh’’) activation function
•

Squashes the neuron’s
pre-activation between
-1 and 1

•

Can be positive or
negative

•

Bounded

•

Strictly increasing
4

NEURAL NETWORK
Topics: softmax activation function

4

ACTIVATION FUNCTION
Topics: rectified linear activation function
•

Bounded below by 0
(always non-negative)

•

Not upper bounded

•

Strictly increasing

•

Tends to give neurons
with sparse activities
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Statistical Learning Theory 101
• Training set à empirical risk = average loss
• Empirical risk minimization: choose a function in some family with low
avg training loss
• Typically set up as an approximate iterative optimization problem
• Parametric: family of functions spanned by choice of parameter, f✓ (x)
• Non-parametric: complexity of solution can grow with amount of data
• Capacity: number of training examples one can always learn perfectly
(more precisely, VC-dimension, see Vapnik’s book "The nature of
statistical learning theory" , 2000)
<latexit sha1_base64="WcOY+9moj2DOoHBtBYscUxSZmNI=">AAAD+3icjVNNb9NAEJ3UfJTw1cKRi0WKVA5ETlUBxwouHItE2kpJVdnuOlll7bXsdWll5WdwhQM3xJUfwz+Af8Gb6SairRDdke3ZN/PezoztpDS6dlH0s7MS3Lh56/bqne7de/cfPFxbf7RX26ZK1TC1xlYHSVwrows1dNoZdVBWKs4To/aT2VuO75+oqta2+ODOSnWYx5NCZzqNHaBRdjR2U+XizdPnR2u9qB/JCq86A+/0yK9du97JaUzHZCmlhnJSVJCDbyimGjaiAUVUAjukFlgFT0tc0Zy64DbIUsiIgc5wn2A38miBPWvWwk5xisFVgRnSM3As8ir4fFoo8UaUGf2XdiuaXNsZnonXyoE6mgL9H2+ReV0e9+Ioo9fSg0ZPpSDcXepVGpkKVx7+1ZWDQgmM/WPEK/ipMBdzDoVTS+8821jivySTUd6nPreh31Il11kA+yjzyqWDAvotcD6vBNvSqX/ym7OokqOLXlndCHKyVOcqW2iHsDEYGUwvI0Z8rmkGr0TGFFqMToC3ss9kAhvUg20ASeUdht7GF+o5j3If9pLOTM4raEsy50BqRPNrMF4sOQvr4m8YXP72rzp7W/3By/72++3ezhv/X6zSE3pKm/j2X9EOvaNdGsq0P9Fn+hLMg6/Bt+D7eepKx3Me04UV/PgDb4zOAA==</latexit>
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Statistical Learning Theory 101
• What we care about is generalization error: expected loss under the unknown
data distribution
• Estimate it empirically with out-of-sample performance: use a separate test
set Statistical confidence intervals around average test error can be computed
• IID or exchangeability assumption, obtained by shuffling data before train/test
split
• Optimal capacity: gives lowest generalization error
• Underfitting: capacity below optimal capacity
• Overfitting: capacity above optimal capacity
• Effective capacity includes effect of finite compute, may be smaller
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Statistical Learning Theory 101
Fixed capacity case
(e.g. parametric)
Large neural net case
may behave
differently (double
descent scenario)
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Statistical Learning Theory 101
Fixed capacity case
(e.g. parametric)
In non-parametric
case, capacity
increases with
#training examples
and error may
approach Bayes error
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Total Expected Error = Bias + Variance + Noise

f*noise

Y|x

bias

f

variance

Total expected error:

noise

bias

variance

MERCI!

